It’s a New World for Operations…

The adoption of new application development practices like DevOps, CI/CD, and Agile (often alongside that of such new technologies as the cloud, containers, and Kubernetes) has had profound implications for application and service operations.

With the entire focus on pushing changes at ever higher speeds, the balance between speed and control has been violated, leaving stability, compliance, and security at risk.


In the face of near-continuous change, how can peak performance and stability be maintained, compliance and security risks mitigated, and tight change control ensured without agility being undermined?
Change Control in an Agile World.
Evolven has redefined change control to meet the new challenges arising from major process and infrastructure shifts.

After tracking all actual changes made in your hybrid cloud environment, Evolven employs machine learning analytics to analyze these changes; correlate them with data drawn from your DevOps, CI/CD, and monitoring tools; and assess their risk.

This solution provides your DevOps, CloudOps, IT Ops, and IT Risk & Compliance teams with precisely the actionable insights they require for troubleshooting and preventing performance, compliance, and security incidents before the trouble starts.

How Evolven Helps.

1. **Complete, Granular Change Awareness** of all actual changes within your hybrid cloud environment and applications.

2. Complete **Traceability and Audit Trail** of all actual changes, unauthorized changes, incomplete changes, and mis-configurations that have occurred in your hybrid cloud environment.

3. **Early Detection of Risky Changes** through notifications of high-risk performance, compliance, and security changes in the early stages of the change promotion well before the trouble starts.

4. **Accelerated Troubleshooting** thanks to receipt of a prioritized, root-cause short list.